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This book explores the emerging speciality of fetal
medicine. The new technology for examining DNA is
described as a background to later chapters
concerned with gene therapy and the examination of
the conceptus. An account of laboratory techniques
for studying the mouse embryo is illustrated by
outstanding photographs of scanning electron
microscopy. This book will be of interest to all those
who are involved with the care of the pregnant
woman and her fetus whether in medicine or in the
law.
Our technological culture has an extremely dynamic
character: old ways of reproducing ourselves,
managing nature and keeping animals are
continually replaced by new ones; norms and values
with respect to our bodies, food production, health
care and environmental protection are regularly
being put up for discussion. This constantly
confronts us with new moral problems and
dilemmas. In discussion with other approaches this
book argues that pragmatism, with its strong
emphasis on the interaction between technology and
values, gives us both procedural help and stresses
the importance of living and cooperating together in
tackling these problems and dilemmas. The issues in
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this book include the interaction of technology and
ethics, the status of pragmatism, the concept of
practice, and discourse ethics and deliberative
democracy. It has an interactive design, with original
contributions alternating with critical comments. The
book is of interest for students, scholars and
policymakers in the fields of bioethics, animal ethics,
environmental ethics, pragmatist philosophy and
science and technology studies.
Sociology as if nature did not matter has been the
sociological expression of modern societies
negligent of the processes of nature. In response to
this ?ecological blindness,? Raymond Murphy
examines the limitations of sociology that have
resulted from this neglect.Humanity's success in
manipulating nature destabilizes the natural support
system of society on a planetary scale and, in turn,
destabilizes all of society's institutions. Because the
manipulation of nature has become so central to
modern society, society, Murphy argues, can now be
understood only in terms of the interaction between
social action and the processes of nature. The
growing awareness that social constructions unleash
dynamic processes of nature?processes beyond
human control that bear on social action?has the
potential of radically transforming sociology.
Sociology and Nature proposes the reconstruction of
sociology in which nature does matters, developing a
novel sociological approach that situates social
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action in its natural context.
This new series of books brings thoughtful, biblically
informed perspectives to contemporary issues in
bioethics. Whether exploring abortion, assisted
suicide, genetic engineering, or other controversial
issues in bioethics, these volumes provide principled
discussion of the ethical implications of today's
medical and scientific breakthroughs. Extremely
useful to students, scholars, and general readers
alike, these volumes are ideal for classroom use -- in
nontheological as well as theological settings.This
excellent text offers a broad-based introduction to
the field of bioethics. Scott Rae and Paul Cox
provide an assessment of various secular
approaches to bioethics that are particularly
influential today, and develop a framework for a
Christian approach meant to assist people in
addressing the many pressing issues in the
field.Though touching on the numerous debated
issues in bioethics, the authors are primarily
concerned here to give an account of the central
theological notions crucialto an informed Christian
perspective on bioethics. Their work makes a
stimulating and substantial contribution to a Christian
bioethic that can effectively engage the pluralistic
culture in which health care is practiced today.
. . . discusses the complex connections between
gender and technology . . . an intriguing and
enlightening book, the latest in an outstanding . . .
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series by Indiana University Press. --Bruce Hilton,
Scripps Howard News Service How does technology
influence gender roles? From personal computers
and cyberspace to artificial wombs and sex
reassignment surgery, technology has opened up
the possibility that sex roles as well as the gendered
notions we have of human identity are subject to
radical change. This engaging anthology examines
long-standing stereotypical associations of men with
technology and women with nature and assesses
the impact of technologies that have necessarily
blurred distinctions between the sexes and altered
traditional views of gender.
Improvement of man's genetic endowment by direct
ac tions aimed at striving for the positive propagation
of those with a superior genetic profile (an element
of which is commonly recognized as a high
intelligence quotient) or-conversely-delimitation of
those with negative genetic inheritance has always
remained a pri mary concern of the geneticist and
the social engineer. Genetic integrity, eugenic
advancement, and a strong genetic pool designed to
eliminate illness and suffering have been the
benchmarks of the "Genetic Movement" and the
challenge of Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four. If the
quality of life can in some way be either im proved or
advanced by use of the law, then this policy must be
developed and pursued. No longer does the
Dostoyevskian quest to give life meaning through suf
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fering become an inescapable given. By and through
the development and application of new scientific
advances in the field of genetics (and especially
genetic engi neering), the real potential exists to
prevent, to a very vii Preface viii real extent, most
human suffering before it ever mani fests itself in or
through life. Freedom to undertake re search in the
exciting and fertile frontiers of the "New Biology" and
to master the Genetic Code must be nur tured and
maintained. The search for the truth inevi tably
prevents intellectual, social, and economic stag
nation, as well as-ideally-frees all from anxiety and
fright. Yet, there is a very real potential for this quest
to confuse and confound.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Today, it often seems as though Assisted
Reproductive Technologies (ARTs) have reached a
stage of normalization, at least in some countries
and among certain social groups. Apparently some
practices – for example in vitro fertilization (IVF) –
have become standard worldwide. The contributors
to Assisted Reproduction Across Borders argue
against normalization as an uncontested overall
trend. This volume reflects on the state of the art of
ARTs. From feminist perspectives, the contributors
focus on contemporary political debates triggered by
ARTs. They examine the varying ways in which
ARTs are interpreted and practised in different
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contexts, depending on religious, moral and political
approaches. Assisted Reproduction Across Borders
embeds feminist analysis of ARTs across a wide
variety of countries and cultural contexts, discussing
controversial practices such as surrogacy from the
perspective of the global South as well as the global
North as well as inequalities in terms of access to
IVF. This volume will appeal to scholars and
students of anthropology, ethnography, philosophy,
political science, history, sociology, film studies,
media studies, literature, art history, area studies,
and interdisciplinary areas such as gender studies,
cultural studies, and postcolonial studies.
Will procreation become just another commodity in the
marketplace with “designer” sperm, ova, and embryos
offered for sale? Will the attention and monies focused
on the new reproductive technologies take away
resources from infertility prevention, prenatal care, and
adoption? If states move to regulate such practices, will
this encourage widespread governmental interference in
reproductive choice? How will society look at the
biologically unique children who are the products of
genetic manipulation--and more importantly, how will
these children view themselves? This controversial book
explores the answers to these questions that are
frequently being asked as the battles over reproductive
technologies and freedoms become more heated and
touch more people’s lives. Embryos, Ethics, and
Women’s Rights examines both the clinical and
personal perspectives of reproductive technologies.
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Experts explain and debate the growing number of
procreative possibilities--in vitro fertilization, genetic
manipulation of embryos, embryo transfer, surrogacy,
prenatal screening, and the fetus as patient. Some of the
leading authorities in the field, including John Robertson,
Ruth Hubbard, and Gena Corea, address the ethical,
legal, religious, social, and psychological concerns that
are inherent in the issues. Essential reading for every
person concerned with control over basic issues of
human destiny, Embryos, Ethics, and Women’s Rights
provides unique and comprehensive coverage on the
subject of technologically controlled childbearing and
particularly its effects on mothers and their unborn
children.
In Ethics and Human Reproduction, Christine Overall
blends feminist theory and philosophical expertise to
provide a coherent analysis of a range of moral
questions and social policy issues pertaining to human
reproduction and the new reproductive technologies.
Topics covered include: sex preselection, artificial
insemination, prenatal diagnosis, abortion, in vitro
fertilisation and embryo transfer, surrogate motherhood,
and childbirth. Throughout the book, the author
examines the values and assumptions underlying
common perceptions of sexuality and fertility, the status
of the foetus, the value of children, the nature of
parenting, and the roles of women. In so doing, she
develops a feminist approach to answering questions
about reproductive rights and freedoms, the value of a
genetic link between mother and their offspring, the
commodification of reproduction, and the effects of
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reproductive technologies on women and children. This
book should be essential reading for anyone interested
in the new reproductive technologies, biomedical ethics,
and women’s health.
How inheritance law has failed to recognize the modern
family.
A really good collection, a sustained and successful
attempt to throw some light on extremely difficult
problems...'___ New Society .
Religion is a dominant force in the lives of many
Americans. It animates, challenges, directs and shapes,
as well, the legal, political, and scientific agendas of the
new Age of Biotechnology. In a very real way, religion,
biomedical technology and law are - epistemologically different. Yet, they are equal vectors of force in defining
reality and approaching an understanding of it. Indeed,
all three share a synergetic relationship, for they seek to
understand and improve the human condition. This book
strikes a rich balance between thorough analysis (in the
body), anchored in sound references to religion, law and
medical scientific analysis, and a strong scholarly
direction in the end notes. It presents new insights into
the decision-making processes of the new Age of
Biotechnology and shows how religion, law and medical
science interact in shaping, directing and informing the
political processes. This volume will be of interest to both
scholars and practitioners in the fields of religion and
theology, philosophy, ethics, (family) law, science,
medicine, political science and public policy, and gender
studies. It will serve as a reference source and can be
used in graduate and undergraduate courses in law,
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medicine and religion.
This title was first published in 2003. Assisted conception
is an area where it often seems that all the ethical and
legal issues have been covered and then technology
advances and the discussions start all over again. The
book is an anthology of papers presented during a
project looking at thearaputic research in assisted
conception (TRAC). It is divided into three areas
addressing research, ethics and law. Each chapter
begins with an overview of the issues, with the aim being
to present new perspectives rather than covering old
ground. The European Convention on Human rights and
Biomedicine came into force on December 1, 1999. The
Convention allows thearaputic research and research on
spare embryos but forbid fundamental research, which
may be essential to the safe development of new
techniques. This also means that people may become
part of an experimental process without their consent.
The project brings together clinicians, embryologists,
lawyers and ethicists to ascertain whether there might be
a risk of infertility patients being exposed to insufficiently
tested procedures and to see if there is a need for
fundamental research in this area. It also looks at the
legislative safeguards that exist and whether a European
standard for treatment should be set.
"This original introduction to cultural anthropology is a
textbook like no other. Structured more as a narrative
rather than a compendium of facts about cultures and
concepts, it invites students to think of anthropology as a
series of stories that emerge from cultural encounters in
particular times and places. These moments of
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encounter are illustrated with reference to both classic
and contemporary ethnographic examples-from Coming
of Age in Samoa to Coming of Age in Second Lifeallowing readers to grasp anthropology's sometimes
problematic past, while still capturing the excitement and
potential of the discipline. The second edition has been
updated throughout with fresh ethnographic examples,
and features a new introduction, and two new chapters one on economic anthropology and exchange, and one
on health and medicine. As well, an end-of-book
Glossary has been added for quick reference. The result
is a more streamlined book that offers thorough
coverage but is manageable to teach."-As more people turn to assisted reproduction, the legal
issues surrounding it have become increasingly complex.
Beyond representing patients or clinics, numerous legal
problems are arising from the technology's application.
Disputes in divorce are the most common, but this
technology impacts the law in other areas, including
personal injury, insurance, criminal law, and estate
planning. Drawing from multiple legal sources, this book
presents complex information in a direct, balanced and
fair manner. It includes glossary, sample forms and
checklists, and bibliography.

In Ethics and Human Reproduction, Christine Overall
blends feminist theory and philosophical expertise to
provide a coherent analysis of a range of moral
questions and social policy issues pertaining to
human reproduction and the new reproductive
technologies. Topics covered include: sex
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preselection, artificial insemination, prenatal
diagnosis, abortion, in vitro fertilisation and embryo
transfer, surrogate motherhood, and childbirth.
Throughout the book, the author examines the
values and assumptions underlying common
perceptions of sexuality and fertility, the status of the
foetus, the value of children, the nature of parenting,
and the roles of women. In so doing, she develops a
feminist approach to answering questions about
reproductive rights and freedoms, the value of a
genetic link between mother and their offspring, the
commodification of reproduction, and the effects of
reproductive technologies on women and children.
This book should be essential reading for anyone
interested in the new reproductive technologies,
biomedical ethics, and women's health.
The draft Bill was published in May 2007 as
Command paper Cm 7087 (ISBN 9780101708722).
Vol. 1 of this report is also available (ISBN
9780104011348)
"The International Survey of Family Law," published
on behalf of the International Society of Family Law,
is the successor to the "Annual Survey of Family
Law," It provides information, analysis and comment
on recent developments in Family Law across the
world on a country-by- country basis. The "Survey" is
published annually and its subtitle reflects the
calendar year surveyed. Where a country has been
regularly surveyed each year, the developments
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discussed correspond to the year in question. If
certain countries have not been surveyed for some
years the contributions will usually attempt to cover
the intervening period. If countries are being covered
for the first time, then more background information
will be provided about the state of family law in the
country in question. The "Survey" also contains an
article dealing with the more significant
developments in international law affecting the
family.
Human Embryo TransferHearings Before the
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of the
Committee on Science and Technology, House of
Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, Second
Session, August 8, 9, 1984Medicine, patients and
the lawSixth editionManchester University Press
This new book provides a clear and accessible
analysis of the various ways in which human
reproduction is regulated. A comprehensive
exposition of the law relating to birth control,abortion,
pregnancy, childbirth, surrogacy and assisted
conception is accompanied by an exploration of
some of the complex ethical dilemmas that emerge
when one of the most intimate areas of human life is
subjected to regulatory control. Throughout the book,
two principal themes recur. First, particular emphasis
is placed upon the special difficulties that arise in
regulating new technological intervention in all
aspects of the reproductive process. Second, the
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concept of reproductive autonomy is both
interrogated and defended. This book offers a
readable and engaging account of the complex
relationships between law, technology and
reproduction. It will be useful for lecturers and
students taking medical law or ethics courses. It
should also be of interest to anyone with a more
general interest in women's bodies and the law, or
with the profound regulatory consequences of new
technologies.
Routledge Library Editions: Feminist Theory brings
together as one set, or individual volumes, a series
of previously out-of-print classics from a variety of
academic imprints. With titles ranging from The
Liberation of Women to Feminists and State Welfare,
from Married to the Job to Julia Kristeva, this set
provides in one place a wealth of important
reference sources from the diverse field of gender
studies.
>
Discusses the steps that are followed when
conception cannot be natural and explains the
controversy, costs, and positive and negative effects
that can result from various forms of fertilization.
Our knowledge of reproductive medicine has expanded
rapidly since the birth of Louise Brown, the first baby to
be conceived by in vitro fertilization, which was
performed by Professors Patrick Steptoe and Bob
Edwards in Oldham, Eng land, in 1978. Hardly a year
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goes by without the development of a new or a
modification of an existing method of assisted
reproduction. Within a relatively short period, in vitro
fertilization has been introduced into the treatment of
female infertility. Intracytoplasmic sperm injection has
also created new opportunities for the treatment of male
infertility. The first edition of this book was published in
1996. In the second edition most of the chapters have
been updated and additional interest is focused on
intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in view of the risk
of malformations in newborns. This manual addresses
the techniques of assisted reproduction that are avail
able today. Competent authors from various centers
present, in a concise way, their tried-and-tested
procedures, so that the latter can be readily
implemented. Due to different legal regulations, the
scope of assisted reproduction is much more limited in
Germany than in many other countries. For example,
whereas only three embryos may be created and
transferred in Germany, such restric tions do not exist in
several other European countries and the United States.
Furthermore, heterologous fertilization, oocyte donation,
and surrogate mother hood are banned in Germany.
Embryo research, cloning, assisted conception, neonatal
care, saviour siblings, organ transplants, drug trials modern developments have transformed the field of
medicine almost beyond recognition in recent decades
and the law struggles to keep up. In this highly acclaimed
and very accessible book, now in its sixth edition,
Margaret Brazier and Emma Cave provide an incisive
survey of the legal situation in areas as diverse as fertility
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treatment, patient consent, assisted dying, malpractice
and medical privacy. The book has been fully revised
and updated to cover the latest cases, from assisted
dying to informed consent; legislative reform of the NHS,
professional regulation and redress; European
regulations on data protection and clinical trials; and
legislation and policy reforms on organ donation,
assisted conception and mental capacity. Essential
reading for healthcare professionals, lecturers, medical
and law students, this book is of relevance to all whose
perusal of the daily news causes wonder, hope and
consternation at the advances and limitations of
medicine, patients and the law.
This book discusses the ethical dilemmas relating to the
use of frozen human embryos. During an IVF process,
after fertilization of the eggs, the embryos that are not
needed immediately can be placed in the freezer to be
preserved for future use. Regarding the fate of frozen
human embryos, the possibilities include: i) donating
them for stem cell research or for treatment of disease;
ii) using them as a means for treatment of infertility; iii)
permitting their destruction; iv) allowing them to thaw and
die; v) allowing them to continue to stay in the freezer
and vi) utilizing them in a form of prenatal adoption. As
the book reveals, it is only the proposal to adopt the
embryos that can be considered in terms of moral
permissibility because the rest do not respect and protect
the dignity, integrity and life of the human embryo. The
book focuses on the proposal for prenatal adoption. The
anthropological dimension of adoption reveals that the
ethics of adoption is based on gift and acceptance and
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that adoption is a concrete manner of expressing love
and solidarity. Thus, an abandoned child is received with
love to be permanently a member of the adoptive family.
The husband and wife who did not beget the abandoned
child, generate him/her through the intrinsic generative
power of their love. With this, it was demonstrated in this
book that prenatal adoption is compatible with the
dynamic of adoption. Prenatal adoption as Dignitas
personae reveals is praiseworthy because it protects and
saves human lives, but it presents various problems.
Based on the declarations of the Catholic Magisterium,
there is a prolific Catholic debate on the morality of
prenatal adoption. Some agree it is morally permissible,
while others disagree. Most arguments in the Catholic
debate are centred on whether prenatal adoption
separates the unitive and procreative meanings of
marriage. This book proposes a reconsideration of
prenatal adoption, sticking strictly to the Magisterial
prudential judgement.
Discusses the ethical issues surrounding stem cell
research and the potential for human cloning.
Abortion Politics: Public Policy in Cross Cultural
Perspective focuses on current abortion policy and
practice in the United States, Canada, Europe and Japan
and aims to provide a comprehensive, stimulating and
balanced picture of current abortion policy in a crosscultural perspective. The contributors deal with
comparative abortion policy including recent
developments in Ireland, Germany and Eastern Europe.
Discusses the ethical issues involved in the use of
human embryonic stem cells in regenerative medicine.
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This collection of encyclopedic entries provides a broadbased appreciation of new reproductive technologies that
includes accessible technological descriptions and their
historical and social contexts. The collection is divided
into five thematic areas: Theories of Reproduction
Ancient to Contemporary; Early Reproductive
Technologies; Post-War De
The use of assisted reproductive technology (ART) is on
the rise in our culture as an alternative for couples facing
infertility issues and single women desiring to have
children. Is it right – morally, ethically, biblically – to
engage this new technology? Are there some aspects of
ART that are more acceptable than others? Outside the
Womb: The Ethics of Reproductive Technologies
addresses the whole issue of “making life”, providing
valuable information, both theologically and scientifically,
for Christian couples to reflect upon as they consider the
various fertility treatments.

Thirty years ago, English jurist Patrick Devlin wrote:
"Is it not a pleasant tribute to the medical profession
that by and large it has been able to manage its
relations with its patients ... without the aid of
lawyers and law makers". Medical interventions at
the beginnings and the endings of life have rendered
that assessment dated if not defeated. This book
picks up some of the most important of those
developments and reflects on the legal and social
consequences of this metamorphosis over the past
ten years, and will be of interest to students of law,
sociology and ethics who want a considered and
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critical introduction to, and reflection on, key issues
in these pivotal moments of human life.
This collection brings together essays from leading
figures in the field of medical law and ethics which
address the key issues currently challenging
scholars in the field. It has also been compiled as a
lasting testimony to the work of one of the most
eminent scholars in the area, Professor Ken Mason.
The collection marks the academic crowning of a
career which has laid one of the foundation stones of
an entire discipline. The wide-ranging contents and
the standing of the contributors mean that the
volume will be an invaluable resource for anyone
studying or working in medical law or medical ethics.
This title was first published in 2002.The wide range
of essays contained within this volume present
contemporary thinking on the legal and ethical
implications surrounding modern medical practice.
With its unique union of theory and application and
its well-organized, easy-to-use design, Moral
Choices has earned its place as the standard text for
college ethics courses. This fourth edition offers
extensive updates, revisions, and three brand new
chapters all designed to help students develop a
sound and current basis for making ethical decisions
in today's complex postmodern culture. Moral
Choices outlines the distinctive elements of Christian
ethics while avoiding undue dogmatism. The book
also introduces other ethical systems and their key
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historical proponents, including Plato, Aristotle,
Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, and Immanuel Kant.
After describing a seven-step procedure for tackling
ethical dilemmas, author Scott Rae uses case
studies to address some of today's most pressing
social issues. He guides students in thinking critically
and biblically about issues, including: Abortion
Reproductive Technologies Euthanasia Capital
Punishment Sexual Ethics The Morality of War
Genetic Technologies and Human Cloning Ethics
and Economics NEW: Creation Care NEW: Animal
Rights NEW: Gun-Control NEW: Race, Gender, and
Diversity NEW: Immigration, Refugees, and Border
Control FEATURES Relevant Case Studies
throughout Discussion questions at the end of each
chapter Sidebars with case studies for discussion
Recommended further reading
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